Facts and Guidelines for Conservators to Remember Following a Major Disaster:

1. Do not attempt to access a major disaster area until invited.
2. Do not become a burden to those you are trying to help. Food, water, and fuel supplies may be limited.
3. When invited, try to go with adequate food and water for yourself.
4. Once Incident Command System rules are enacted, they must be followed. Become ICS 100 certified and know the chain of command.
   http://training.fema.gov/emiweb/is/icsresource/trainingmaterials.htm
5. Understand, the person with the keys to the door of the site you want to help may have evacuated to another state.
6. Understand that there may not be open hotel rooms anywhere near the disaster area as they are filled with displaced persons. If airports are open, rental cars may not be available. Gasoline make be rationed to First Responders. Access roads may have been rendered impassible.
7. Once contact is made with staff at a disaster site, be ever mindful of their psychological state and be prepared to provide emotional support.
8. Maintain awareness of the psychological state of your co-responders. Fatigue, both physical and emotional, can strike quickly. First Aid skills can also become important.
9. Be prepared to perform basic triage condition evaluations first, followed by establishing recovery priorities with site staff. Then perform basic stabilization and relocation efforts. Experienced members of AIC-CERT often possess the MacGyver skill to solve any problem with duct tape and twine. Solving problems in the field after a disaster is not the same as being in the conservation studio.
10. Be cautious when talking to the media. Avoid commenting of value of collections or any perimeter weakness which could become a security risk for the site you are helping.